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Simulation of dairy processes has a number of
different purposes, e.g.
• Simulation in connection with design of new dairy
production facility

More than 200 dedicated
process industry experts

Experience from successful
projects globally

• Simulation to solve bottleneck issues in existing
facility or in connection with plant upgrades
• Support production planning in case of high
complexity of end product and raw material flow
Advisor to the process
industry for more
than 40 years

What does simulation mean
Simulation is a computer imitation of the
operations of the actual plant, and can be
built in the early design phase. While the
design progresses, the model can be kept up
to date in order to always provide the best
possible data for making decisions.
In short, using Simulation gives an increased
knowledge to support design decisions and
can give a warning about potential problems
before they occur.
Simulation used in design of new
dairy production facility
Decisions made during design of a new dairy
production facility are critical for the future
operation of the plant. Therefore, decisions
should be based on the best possible
knowledge. NIRAS offers to use our
Simulation software to build a predictive
model of the dairy to ensure informed
decisions.
The model is built around KPIs defined for
the actual plant. Examples of KPIs could be
• Production efficiency
• Production throughput per day
• Bottleneck issues
• Equipment utilization,
• Future extension possibilities, and
• Breakdown consequences.
Example of visualisation of
dairy production facility

Above is an example of a Gantt chart showing the activities of a number of resources in a UHT production
plant. The model can comprise an entire dairy plant or be focused for a specific area, like the relationship
between UHT processing and packaging lines. Likewise, the model can be viewed over short or long time
intervals depending on the needs.

”Our consulting
engineers bring
in-depth knowledge
and expertise directly
from process
industries.”
When setting up the model each resource,
such as milk reception, pasteurizers,
processing/storage tanks, packaging lines
and other required equipment will be added.
The model operates using actual plant
specifications such as:
• Equipment capacities
• Transfer rates
• Utility and CIP requirements
• Production / sales forecast
• SKU list and bill of material
• Shifts and scheduling
• Mean time between failure for machinery
• CAD / Layout / equipment models
• Warehousing and storage specifications
• Staging and shipping plans
How can NIRAS support you?
Simulation may be used for solving various
challenges ranging from designing a new
dairy production facility over upgrade
validations to planning of production.

A collaboration with NIRAS on setting up a
simulation model begins with a definition
of the planned production and resulting
KPIs. Every aspect of the plant within the
simulation will be addressed and data
requirements will be listed. This process
helps you to get a better sense of the
future production scenario and the
relevant important focus areas.
Depending on the required outcome the
simulation model can be made at different
levels of detail.
The resulting customized simulation model
can include the following features, e.g.:
• Validate overall production capacity
– both visually and through data analysis
• Validate defined KPIs
• Detect bottlenecks in all production
steps
• Determine required equipment quantities
• Experiment with different production
plans and equipment configurations
• Run scenarios to optimize production
• Validate CIP and utility capacity
• Determine breakdown consequences
• Run sensitivity analyses on various parts
of the production
• Determine overall capacity balance
between different part of the production
facility.

Below is an example of utility consumption overview:

Simulation project deliverables
A typical simulation project in the dairy industry results in a report documenting the
simulation model.
The report will contain analyses of the resulting model KPIs and the results of the
scenarios that have been defined in the project.
If an advanced visualization has been opted for, video material/animation is produced.
The focus and scope of the video material is customized.
The simulation model itself can also be part of the delivery along with a runtime license
for the simulation software.
The NIRAS Team
The team running the simulation project consists of a combined team of NIRAS
dairy- and simulation specialists and representatives from your organisation.
Your representatives will be responsible for supplying the relevant information, such as
CAD drawings, production planning and SKU data.
Our dairy specialists are responsible for providing the dairy specific knowledge and for
designing the parameters for the simulation models. They are also responsible for
validating the dairy specific aspects of the simulation.
Our simulation specialists are responsible for programming the model, importing
relevant data and creating the 3D designs as needed.
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